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Your Favorite Band Cannot Save You
The gripping sequel to New York Times bestselling fantasy epic The Black Prism from Brent
Weeks. Gavin Guile is dying. He'd thought he had five years left--now he has less than one.
With fifty thousand refugees, a bastard son, and an ex-fiancée who may have learned his
darkest secret, Gavin has problems on every side. All magic in the world is running wild and
threatens to destroy the Seven Satrapies. Worst of all, the old gods are being reborn, and their
army of color wights is unstoppable. The only salvation may be the brother whose freedom and
life Gavin stole sixteen years ago. Read the second book in Brent Weeks's blockbuster epic
fantasy series that had Peter V. Brett saying, "Brent Weeks is so good, it's starting to tick me
off!" Lightbringer The Black Prism The Blinding Knife The Broken Eye The Blood Mirror For
more from Brent Weeks, check out: Night Angel The Way of Shadows Shadow's Edge Beyond
the Shadows Night Angel: The Complete Trilogy (omnibus) Perfect Shadow: A Night Angel
Novella (e-only) The Way of Shadows: The Graphic Novel

Priest of Lies
If you’ve ever wanted to learn how to throw knives or tomahawks, look no further than The
Ultimate Guide to Knife Throwing. This comprehensive guide is perfect for everyone from
novices who have never picked up a knife to seasoned knife and tomahawk throwers looking
to compete in their first tournament. Bobby Branton has been a foremost expert in the field of
knife throwing and handcrafting custom throwing knives for over thirty years and shares his
expertise here with easy step-by-step directions. Branton shows readers two methods of
throwing knives that are most popular with knife throwers today. He will also share his
extensive knife-making experience by showing readers how to make a quality throwing knife
on a budget. In addition to improving technical skills, this guide will also give readers a brief
history of the sport—covering everyone from the pioneers of the sport to today’s modern
impalement artists. This book will give you the tools needed to learn everything from the basics
of knife and tomahawk throwing to how to start your own knife and tomahawk throwing club.
Readers will learn how to construct targets, learn the basic stance, basic knife and tomahawk
grips, and the mechanics of throwing knives and tomahawks. Branton’s guide gives an indepth look at this fast-growing sport, with a strong emphasis placed on safety. The Ultimate
Guide to Knife Throwing is a must for anyone interested in the sport of knife throwing.
Skyhorse Publishing is proud to publish a broad range of books for hunters and firearms
enthusiasts. We publish books about shotguns, rifles, handguns, target shooting, gun
collecting, self-defense, archery, ammunition, knives, gunsmithing, gun repair, and wilderness
survival. We publish books on deer hunting, big game hunting, small game hunting, wing
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shooting, turkey hunting, deer stands, duck blinds, bowhunting, wing shooting, hunting dogs,
and more. While not every title we publish becomes a New York Times bestseller or a national
bestseller, we are committed to publishing books on subjects that are sometimes overlooked
by other publishers and to authors whose work might not otherwise find a home.

The Martian War
Royce Melborn, a skilled thief, and his mercenary partner, Hadrian Blackwater, make a
profitable living carrying out dangerous assignments for conspiring nobles-until they are hired
to pilfer a famed sword. What appears to be just a simple job finds them framed for the murder
of the king and trapped in a conspiracy that uncovers a plot far greater than the mere
overthrow of a tiny kingdom. Can a self-serving thief and an idealistic swordsman survive long
enough to unravel the first part of an ancient mystery that has toppled kings and destroyed
empires? And so begins the first tale of treachery and adventure, sword fighting and magic,
myth and legend. When author Michael J. Sullivan self-published the first books of his Riyria
Revelations, they rapidly became ebook bestsellers. Now, Orbit is pleased to present the
complete series for the first time in bookstores everywhere. Theft of Swords was originally
published as: The Crown Conspiracy and Avempartha. BOOKS IN THE RIYRIA
REVELATIONS Theft of Swords (The Crown Conspiracy & Avempartha) Rise of Empire
(Nyphron Rising & The Emerald Storm) Heir of Novron (Wintertide & Percepliquis)

Beyond the Shadows
Your Favorite Band Cannot Save You is a story of music, obsession, violence, and madness
by Scotto Moore I was home alone on a Saturday night when I experienced the most beautiful
piece of music I had ever heard in my life. Beautiful Remorse is the hot new band on the
scene, releasing one track a day for ten days straight. Each track has a mysterious name and
a strangely powerful effect on the band's fans. A curious music blogger decides to investigate
the phenomenon up close by following Beautiful Remorse on tour across Texas and Kansas,
realizing along the way that the band’s lead singer, is hiding an incredible, impossible secret.
At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software
(DRM) applied.

Theft of Swords
Discover the origins of Durzo Blint in this original novella set in the world of Brent Weeks's New
York Times bestselling Night Angel Trilogy. Gaelan Starfire is a careful, quiet, simpler farmer.
He's also an immortal, peerless in the arts of war. Over the centuries, he's worn many faces to
hide his gift, but he is a man ill-fit for obscurity. When Gaelan must take a job hunting down the
world's finest assassins for the beautiful courtesan and crime lord Gwinvere Kirena what he
finds may destroy everything he's ever believed in. Includes the short story "I, Night Angel"
Night AngelThe Way of ShadowsShadow's EdgeBeyond the Shadows Night Angel: The
Complete Trilogy (omnibus)Perfect Shadow: A Night Angel NovellaThe Way of Shadows: The
Graphic Novel LightbringerThe Black PrismThe Blinding KnifeThe Broken EyeThe Blood Mirror

Crusher
As the old gods awaken and satrapies splinter, the Chromeria races to find the only man who
can still end a civil war before it engulfs the known world in the third novel of the NYT
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bestselling Lightbringer series by Brent Week. As the old gods awaken and satrapies splinter,
the Chromeria races to find the only man who can still end a civil war before it engulfs the
known world. But Gavin Guile has been captured by an old enemy and enslaved on a pirate
galley. Worse still, Gavin has lost more than his powers as Prism -- he can't use magic at all.
Without the protection of his father, Kip Guile will face a master of shadows as his grandfather
moves to choose a new Prism and put himself in power. With Teia and Karris, Kip will have to
use all his wits to survive a secret war between noble houses, religious factions, rebels, and an
ascendant order of hidden assassins called The Broken Eye. Read the third book in Brent
Weeks's blockbuster epic fantasy series that had Peter V. Brett saying, "Brent Weeks is so
good, it's starting to tick me off!".

The Legend of Sigmar
Dark forces are on the rise in this sweeping sequel to The Black Witch by critically acclaimed
author Laurie Forest. Elloren Gardner and her friends were only seeking to right a few wrongs
when they rescued a Selkie and freed a military dragon. The last thing they expected was to be
thrust into a realm-wide underground resistance against Gardnerian conquest. While the
Resistance fights the harsh rulings of the Mage Council, Gardnerian soldiers descend upon the
Universityled by none other than Lukas Grey, now commander of the nearby military base.
Though Elloren tries to keep him at arm’s length, Lukas is determined to tie himself to her,
convinced that she’s the heir to the power of the Black Witch, a legacy that will decide the
future of Erthia. As his magic calls to her, Elloren finds it more and more difficult to believe
she’s truly powerless, as her uncle always claimed. Critics are raving about Laurie Forest’s
incredible debut, The Black Witch: “Forest uses a richly imagined magical world to offer an
uncompromising condemnation of prejudice and injustice.” —Booklist, starred review “Exquisite
character work, an elaborate mythology, and a spectacularly rendered universe make this a
noteworthy debut, which argues passionately against fascism and xenophobia.” —Publishers
Weekly, starred review “This briskly paced, tightly plotted novel enacts the transformative
power of education, creating engaging characters set in a rich alternative universe with a
complicated history that can help us better understand our own.” —Kirkus Reviews, starred
review Books in The Black Witch Chronicles: The Black Witch The Iron Flower The Shadow
Wand Wandfasted (ebook novella)* Light Mage (ebook novella)* * Also available in print in The
Rebel Mages anthology

Lyonesse
First in a duology that reimagines fairy tale tropes within a space opera—The Princess Bride
meets Princess Leia. Rory Thorne is a princess with thirteen fairy blessings, the most
important of which is to see through flattery and platitudes. As the eldest daughter, she always
imagined she’d inherit her father’s throne and govern the interplanetary Thorne Consortium.
Then her father is assassinated, her mother gives birth to a son, and Rory is betrothed to the
prince of a distant world. When Rory arrives in her new home, she uncovers a treacherous plot
to unseat her newly betrothed and usurp his throne. An unscrupulous minister has conspired to
name himself Regent to the minor (and somewhat foolish) prince. With only her wits and a
small team of allies, Rory must outmaneuver the Regent and rescue the prince. How Rory
Thorne Destroyed the Multiverse is a feminist reimagining of familiar fairytale tropes and a
story of resistance and self-determination—how small acts of rebellion can lead a princess to not
just save herself, but change the course of history.
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The Broken Eye
War rages as one empire falls and another rises in its place in the action-packed sequel to
Devin Madson's bold epic fantasy, We Ride the Storm. "An exciting new author in fantasy."
—Mark Lawrence, author of Red Sister There is no calm after the storm. In Kisia's conquered
north, former empress Miko Ts'ai is more determined than ever to save her empire. Yet, as her
hunt for allies grows increasingly desperate, she may learn too late that power lies not in
names but in people. Dishiva e'Jaroven is fiercely loyal to the new Levanti emperor. Only he
can lead them, but his next choice will challenge everything she wants to believe about her
people's future. Abandoned by his Second Swords, Rah e'Torin must learn to survive without a
herd. But honor dictates he bring his warriors home—a path that could be his salvation or lead to
his destruction. And sold to the Witchdoctor, Cassandra Marius' desperate search for a cure
ties her fate inextricably to Empress Hana and her true nature could condemn them both. We
Lie with Death is the thrilling continuation of a bold and brutal epic fantasy series, perfect for
readers of Mark Lawrence, John Gwynne, and Brian Staveley. Praise for The Reborn Empire:
"Imaginative worldbuilding, a pace that builds perfectly to a heart-pounding finale and
captivating characters. Highly recommended." —John Gwynne, author of The Faithful and the
Fallen "A complex tale of war, politics, and lust for power." —The Guardian The Reborn Empire
We Ride the Storm We Lie with Death For more from Devin Madson, check out: The
Vengeance Trilogy The Blood of Whisperers The Gods of Vice The Grave at Storm's End

The Ultimate Guide to Knife Throwing
'A captivating epic fantasy from a major new talent' Anthony Ryan, author of Blood Song
'Intense, inventive and action-packed from beginning to end - a relentlessly gripping, brilliant
read' James Islington, author of The Shadow of What Was Lost IN A WORLD CONSUMED BY
ENDLESS WAR ONE YOUNG MAN WILL BECOME HIS PEOPLE'S ONLY HOPE FOR
SURVIVAL. The Omehi people have been fighting an unwinnable war for generations. The
lucky ones are born gifted: some have the power to call down dragons, others can be
magically transformed into bigger, stronger, faster killing machines. Everyone else is fodder,
destined to fight and die in the endless war. Tau Tafari wants more than this, but his plans of
escape are destroyed when those closest to him are brutally murdered. With too few gifted left,
the Omehi are facing genocide, but Tau cares only for revenge. Following an unthinkable path,
he will strive to become the greatest swordsman to ever live, willing to die a hundred thousand
times for the chance to kill three of his own people. THE RAGE OF DRAGONS LAUNCHES
AN UNMISSABLE EPIC FANTASY SERIES. 'Stunning debut fantasy' Publishers Weekly
'Intense, vivid and brilliantly realised - a necessary read' Anna Smith Spark, author of The
Court of Broken Knives 'Fans of Anthony Ryan's Blood Song will love this' Django Wexler,
author of The Thousand Names 'A Xhosa-inspired world complete with magic, dragons,
demons and curses, The Rage of Dragons takes classic fantasy and imbues it with a fresh and
exciting twist' Anna Stephens, author of Godblind

Blasphemy
Gavin Guile thought he had five years left--now he has less than one. With fifty thousand
refugees, a bastard son, and an ex-fiancě who may have learned his darkest secret, Gavin has
problems on every side. All magic in the world is running wild and threatens to destroy the
Seven Satrapies. Worst of all, the old gods are being reborn, and their army of color wights is
unstoppable. The only salvation may be the brother whose freedom and life Gavin stole
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sixteen years ago.

The Keeper
Logan Gyre now holds the throne, but Kylar Stern has acquired a powerful new enemy, a
goddess bent on the destruction of all that Kylar holds dear in the concluding volume of the the
Night Angel Trilogy by NYT bestselling author Brent Weeks. Logan Gyre is king of Cenaria, a
country under siege, with a threadbare army and little hope. He has one chance--a desperate
gamble, but one that could destroy his kingdom. In the north, the new Godking has a plan. If it
comes to fruition, no one will have the power to stop him. Kylar Stern has no choice. To save
his friends--and perhaps his enemies--he must accomplish the impossible: assassinate a
goddess. Devour this blockbuster tale of assassination and magic by Brent Weeks which has
delighted readers all over the world--with over one million copies in print. Night Angel The Way
of Shadows Shadow's Edge Beyond the Shadows Night Angel: The Complete Trilogy
(omnibus) Perfect Shadow: A Night Angel Novella (e-only) The Way of Shadows: The Graphic
Novel For more from Brent Weeks, check out: Lightbringer The Black Prism The Blinding Knife
The Broken Eye The Blood Mirror The Burning White

Shadowfell
Follows the adventures of Paul Atreides, the son of a betrayed duke given up for dead on a
treacherous desert planet and adopted by its fierce, nomadic people, who help him unravel his
most unexpected destiny.

Happy Birthday, Mouse!
Fifteen-year-old Neryn is alone in the land of Alban, where the oppressive king has ordered the
capture of anyone with magical strengths, but when she sets out for Shadowfell, a training
ground for a rebel group, Neryn meets a mysterious soldier and the Good Folk, who tell her
that she, alone, can save Alban.

Hall of Smoke
A LIFETIME OF ENEMIES HAS ITS OWN PRICE Mercenaries who gave no quarter, they
shook the pillars of the world through cunning, chemical brews, and cold steel. Whoever met
their price won. Now, their glory days are behind them. Scattered to the wind and their genius
leader in hiding, they are being hunted down and eliminated. One by one. A groundbreaking
debut fantasy of betrayal, mystery, and bloody revenge.

The Iron Flower
The second novel in an action-packed epic fantasy series set in a world with dragon-fuelled
magic, where master con artist Ardor Benn must infiltrate a centuries old secret organisation to
find a missing royal heir Ardor Benn saved civilisation from imminent destruction, but his efforts
brought war to the kingdom. It is believed that the rightful rulers have all been assassinated.
However, a young heir might have survived. An ancient organisation known as The Realm is
behind the chaos, working from the shadows. Under the anonymity of masks, information is
distributed sparingly. Ard's been hired to infiltrate them, but he's got competition from an old
friend. One who's set to prove she's better than the self-proclaimed 'Ruse Artist Extraordinaire.'
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If Ard can't find the heir, then his world may again approach ruin. Stopping the complete and
utter collapse of civilisation is quickly becoming Ard's speciality. Praise for The Thousand
Deaths of Ardor Benn: 'I cannot recommend this book highly enough. It is easily the best
fantasy-heist book I have read in years!' A Fantastical Librarian on The Thousand Deaths of
Ardor Benn 'A cracking introduction to a new fantasy world that demands further exploration'
SFX 'A fun, terrific read I heartily recommend' David Dalglish, author of A Dance of Cloaks 'If
you enjoy The Lies of Locke Lamora . . . then I can confidently predict that The Thousand
Deaths of Ardor Benn is the book for you . . . Highly recommended' The Eloquent Page 'The
plot and world of this book are one of a kind . . . a very impressive debut' The Quill to Live
'From start to finish this is an amazing read' The Book Plank

Dune
In a world where magic is tightly controlled, the most powerful man in history must choose
between his kingdom and his son in the first book in the epic NYT bestselling Lightbringer
series. Guile is the Prism. He is high priest and emperor, a man whose power, wit, and charm
are all that preserves a tenuous peace. Yet Prisms never last, and Guile knows exactly how
long he has left to live. When Guile discovers he has a son, born in a far kingdom after the war
that put him in power, he must decide how much he's willing to pay to protect a secret that
could tear his world apart. If you loved the action and adventure of the Night Angel trilogy, you
will devour this incredible epic fantasy series by Brent Weeks.

The Way of Shadows
A spellbinding fantasy trilogy for fans of The Queen of the Tearlingand The Red Queen, where
the political scion Amalia and her bound fire warlock Zaira undertake diplomacy and espionage
to prevent a war. Across the border, the Witch Lords of Vaskandar are preparing for war. But
before an invasion can begin, the seventeen Witch Lords must convene at a rare gathering to
decide a course of action. Lady Amalia Cornaro knows that this Conclave might be her only
chance to smother the growing flames of war, and she is prepared to make any sacrifice if it
means saving Raverra from destruction. Amalia and her bound fire warlock, Zaira, must go
behind enemy lines, using every ounce of wit and cunning they have, to sway Vaskandar from
war. If they fail, it will all come down to swords and fire. "Charming, intelligent, fast-moving,
beautifully atmospheric. I couldn't put it down." - Genevieve Cogman, author of The Invisible
Library "The best kind of fantasy." - Rosalyn Eves, author of Blood Rose Rebellion The Defiant
Heir is the second novel in a spellbinding new fantasy series. Swords and FireThe Tethered
MageThe Defiant Heir

The Black Prism
Lyonesse is one of the ten kingdoms of the Edler Isles and Casmir, its ruthless and ambitious
king, is at the centre of intrigue as their rulers contend for control. Casmir¿s beautiful but otherworldly daughter, Suldrun, is a key element in his plans: he intends to cement alliances by
arranging a marriage. But Suldrun defies him. She is confined to her beloved garden, where
she meets her love, and her tragedy unfolds. Lyonesse is a spellbinding fantasy masterpiece
of eerie beauty, mystery and enchantment as intrigue, war, magic, adventure and romance are
interwoven in a rich and sweeping tale set in a fabled land.

The Silvered
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Ex-trailer trash. Ex-res. Dishonorably discharged ex-Force Recon Marine and MP. Ex-con. Exbiker. Ex-FBI informant. Ex-wrestler. It's a lot of x's to have by your name. It can give you a bad
attitude, and it is not a good resume for most walks of American life. But it's not a bad career
track at all for a fixer in Los Angeles, and if the name of the new job is surviving the end of the
world?Put it this way. Staying alive in the post-apocalypse can be a real bitch. Sometimes it
takes a real bastard.My name is Benjamin Allen Frame.Last night the Earth died
screaming.Today is Day One . . .

The Shattered Realm of Ardor Benn
The definitive origin story of the God-King Sigmar in a collected omnibus edition. Before he
became the God-King of Azyr and saviour of the Mortal Realms, before the Old World perished
in the fires of the End Times, before even the rise of the Empire, Sigmar was a mortal man. As
the young chieftain of the Unberogen tribe, he saved the high king of the dwarfs, earning the
eternal friendship of the mountain folk. When a mightly horde of orcs threatened his lands, he
united the tribes of men to stand against them at Black Fire Pass. He broke the siege of
Middenheim and pushed back the forces of Chaos. And in defeating the great necromancer
Nagash, he saved mankind, securing the future of the Empire and taking his first steps on the
road to godhood. His deeds are legend. This is his story.

We Lie with Death
Sherman Alexie’s stature as a writer of stories, poems, and novels has soared over the course
of his twenty-book, twenty-year career. His wide-ranging, acclaimed stories from the last two
decades have established him as a star in contemporary American literature. A bold and
irreverent observer of life among Native Americans in the Pacific Northwest, the daring,
versatile, funny, and outrageous Alexie showcases all his talents in Blasphemy, where he
unites twelve beloved classics with twelve new stories in one sweeping anthology for devoted
fans and first-time readers. Included here are some of his most esteemed tales, including
“What You Pawn I Will Redeem,” "This is What it Means to Say Phoenix, Arizona,” “The
Toughest Indian in the World,” and his most recent, “War Dances.” Alexie’s twelve new stories
are fresh and quintessential, about amateur and donkey basketball leagues, extreme hoarding,
lethal wind turbines, marriage, and all species of contemporary warriors in America today. An
indispensable collection of new and classic stories, Blasphemy reminds us, on every thrilling
page, why Sherman Alexie is one of our greatest contemporary writers and a true master of
the short story.

The Rage of Dragons
Raised and trained in seclusion at a secret fortress on the edge of the northern wilds of the
Kingdom of Ashai, a young warrior called Rezkin is unexpectedly thrust into the outworld when
a terrible battle destroys all that he knows. With no understanding of his life's purpose and
armed with masterful weapons mysteriously bestowed upon him by a dead king, Rezkin must
travel across Ashai to find the one man who may hold the clues to his very
existence.Determined to adhere to his last orders, Rezkin extends his protection to an unlikely
assortment of individuals he meets along the way, often leading to humorous and poignant
incidents.As if pursuing an elite warrior across a kingdom, figuring out who he is and why
everyone he knows is dead, and attempting to find these so-called friends and protect them is
not enough, strange things are happening in the kingdom. New dangers begin to arise that
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threaten not only Rezkin and his friends, but possibly everyone in Ashai.

The Blacktongue Thief
From NYT bestselling author Brent Weeks comes the first novel in his breakout fantasy trilogy
in which a young boy trains under the city's most legendary and feared assassin, Durzo Blint.
For Durzo Blint, assassination is an art--and he is the city's most accomplished artist. For
Azoth, survival is precarious. Something you never take for granted. As a guild rat, he's grown
up in the slums, and learned to judge people quickly--and to take risks. Risks like apprenticing
himself to Durzo Blint. But to be accepted, Azoth must turn his back on his old life and
embrace a new identity and name. As Kylar Stern, he must learn to navigate the assassins'
world of dangerous politics and strange magics--and cultivate a flair for death. Devour this
blockbuster tale of assassination and magic by Brent Weeks, which has delighted readers all
over the world--with over one million copies in print! Night Angel The Way of Shadows
Shadow's Edge Beyond the Shadows Night Angel: The Complete Trilogy (omnibus) Perfect
Shadow: A Night Angel Novella (e-only) The Way of Shadows: The Graphic Novel For more
from Brent Weeks, check out: Lightbringer The Black Prism The Blinding Knife The Broken
Eye The Blood Mirror The Burning White

The Burning White
Set in a world of goblin wars, stag-sized battle ravens, and assassins who kill with deadly
tattoos, Christopher Buehlman's The Blacktongue Thief begins a 'dazzling' (Robin Hobb)
fantasy adventure unlike any other. Kinch Na Shannack owes the Takers Guild a small fortune
for his education as a thief, which includes (but is not limited to) lock-picking, knife-fighting, wallscaling, fall-breaking, lie-weaving, trap-making, plus a few small magics. His debt has driven
him to lie in wait by the old forest road, planning to rob the next traveler that crosses his path.
But today, Kinch Na Shannack has picked the wrong mark. Galva is a knight, a survivor of the
brutal goblin wars, and handmaiden of the goddess of death. She is searching for her queen,
missing since a distant northern city fell to giants. Unsuccessful in his robbery and lucky to
escape with his life, Kinch now finds his fate entangled with Galva's. Common enemies and
uncommon dangers force thief and knight on an epic journey where goblins hunger for human
flesh, krakens hunt in dark waters, and honor is a luxury few can afford. “The Blacktongue
Thief is fast and fun and filled with crazy magic. I can't wait to see what Christopher Buehlman
does next." - Brent Weeks, New York Times bestselling author of the Lightbringer series

Perfect Shadow
Epic fantasy featuring warrior priestesses, and fickle gods at war, for readers of Brian
Staveley's Chronicles of the Unhewn Throne. IEpic fantasy featuring warrior priestesses and
fickle gods at war, for readers of Brian Staveley's Chronicles of the Unhewn Throne. Hessa is
an Eangi: a warrior priestess of the Goddess of War, with the power to turn an enemy's bones
to dust with a scream. Banished for disobeying her goddess's command to murder a traveller,
she prays for forgiveness alone on a mountainside. While she is gone, raiders raze her village
and obliterate the Eangi priesthood. Grieving and alone, Hessa - the last Eangi - must find the
traveller and atone for her weakness and secure her place with her loved ones in the High
Halls. As clans from the north and legionaries from the south tear through her homeland,
slaughtering everyone in their path Hessa strives to win back her goddess' favour. Beset by
zealot soldiers, deceitful gods, and newly-awakened demons at every turn, Hessa burns her
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path towards redemption and revenge. But her journey reveals a harrowing truth: the gods are
dying and the High Halls of the afterlife are fading. Soon Hessa's trust in her goddess weakens
with every unheeded prayer. Thrust into a battle between the gods of the Old World and the
New, Hessa realizes there is far more on the line than securing a life beyond her own death.
Bigger, older powers slumber beneath the surface of her world. And they're about to wake up.

Lawless
JOHNSTONE COUNTRY. WHERE OTHERS FEAR TO TREAD. From the bestselling authors
of The Doomsday Bunker, Black Friday, and Stand Your Ground comes the explosive story of
a college under siege—and freedom under fire . . . POLITICAL CORRECTNESS WON’T SAVE
YOU Former Army Ranger Jake Rivers is not your typical Kelton College student. He is not
spoiled, coddled, or ultra-lib like his classmates who sneer at the “soldier boy.” Rivers is not
“triggered” by “microaggressions.” He is not outraged by “male privilege” and “cisgender
bathrooms.” He does not need a “safe space.” Or coloring books. Jake needs an education.
And when terror strikes, the school needs Jake . . . Without warning, the sounds of gunfire
plunge the campus into a battle zone. A violent gang of marauders invade the main hall, taking
students as hostages for big ransom money. As a veteran and patriot, Jake won’t give in to
their demands. But to fight back, he needs to enlist his fellow classmates to school these
special snowflakes in the not-so-liberal art of war. This time, the aggression isn’t “micro.” It’s
life or death. And only the strong survive . . . Live Free. Read Hard.

Shadow's Edge
A historical romance set in America’s Old West, Lawless is “a novel by Jackie MacNamara,”
the book written by the character in #1 New York Times bestselling author Nora Roberts’
Loving Jack. In the late 1800s, the Arizona Territory was an unsettled, wild frontier traversed
by the likes of Jake Redman. Prejudiced against for his partial Apache parentage, the
gunslinger had little patience for the civility practiced by Sarah Conway. Yet she brought more
than polite manners from her east coast city society, possessing a strength of character
needed to make the western town of Lone Bluff her home—and an enticing, fiery passion as
dangerous to Jake as anything he ever faced with a six-gun.

Bastard of the Apocalypse
Join Mouse from If You Give a Mouse a Cookie as he celebrates his birthday with the perfect
treat!

The Blinding Knife
From New York Times bestselling author Brent Weeks For Durzo Blint, assassination is an artand he is the city's most accomplished artist. For Azoth, survival is just the beginning. He was
raised on the streets and knows an opportunity when he sees one-even when the risks are as
high as working for someone like Durzo Blint. Azoth must learn to navigate the assassins'
world of dangerous politics and strange magics - and become the perfect killer. The New York
Times bestseller The Way of Shadows launched Brent Weeks' Night Angel Trilogy - one of the
most successful fantasy series in recent years. Now, for the first time, get the complete story in
one special edition boxed set. Night Angel The Way of Shadows Shadow's Edge Beyond the
Shadows Night Angel: The Complete Trilogy (omnibus) Perfect Shadow: A Night Angel Novella
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(e-only) The Way of Shadows: The Graphic Novel For more from Brent Weeks, check out:
Lightbringer The Black Prism The Blinding Knife The Broken Eye The Blood Mirror

How Rory Thorne Destroyed the Multiverse
Kylar Stern has given up the way of shadows for a life of peace, but when an old ally returns,
Kylar must make a deadly choice in the second novel of the Night Angel Trilogy by NYT
bestselling author Brent Weeks. Kylar Stern has rejected the assassin's life. The Godking's
successful coup has left Kylar's master, Durzo, and his best friend, Logan, dead. He is starting
over: new city, new friends, and new profession. But when he learns that Logan might actually
be alive and in hiding, Kylar is faced with an agonizing choice: will he give up the way of
shadows forever and live in peace with his new family, or will he risk everything by taking on
the ultimate hit? Devour this blockbuster tale of assassination and magic by Brent Weeks,
which has delighted readers all over the world--with over one million copies in print! Night
Angel The Way of Shadows Shadow's Edge Beyond the Shadows Night Angel: The Complete
Trilogy (omnibus) Perfect Shadow: A Night Angel Novella (e-only) The Way of Shadows: The
Graphic Novel For more from Brent Weeks, check out: Lightbringer The Black Prism The
Blinding Knife The Broken Eye The Blood Mirror The Burning White

Snakewood
What if the Martian invasion was not entirely the product of H.G. Wells's vivid imagination?
What if Wells witnessed something that spurred him to write The War of the Worlds as a
warning? From drafty London flats to the steamy Sahara, to the surface of the moon and
beyond, The Martian War takes the reader on an exhilarating journey with Wells and his
companions.

Trigger Warning
In this stunning conclusion to the epic New York Timesbestselling Lightbringer series,
kingdoms clash as Kip struggles to escape his family's shadow in order to protect the land and
people he loves. Gavin Guile, once the most powerful man the world had ever seen, has been
laid low. He's lost his magic, and now he is on a suicide mission. Failure will condemn the
woman he loves. Success will condemn his entire empire. As the White King springs his great
traps and the Chromeria itself is threatened by treason and siege, Kip Guile must gather his
forces, rally his allies, and scramble to return for one impossible final stand. The long-awaited
epic conclusion of Brent Weeks's New York Times bestselling Lightbringer series. Lightbringer
The Black Prism The Blinding Knife The Broken Eye The Blood MirrorThe Burning White For
more from Brent Weeks, check out: Night Angel The Way of Shadows Shadow's Edge Beyond
the Shadows The Night Angel Trilogy: 10th Anniversary EditionNight Angel: The Complete
Trilogy (omnibus) Perfect Shadow: A Night Angel Novella The Way of Shadows: The Graphic
Novel

The Dragon of Jin-Sayeng
Tomas Piety has been many things: soldier, priest, gangsterand spy. As Tomas's power grows,
the nobility better watch their backs, in this dark and gritty epic fantasy series. People are
weak, and the poorer and more oppressed they are, the weaker they become--until they can't
take it anymore. And when they rise upmay the gods help their oppressors. When Tomas Piety
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returned from the war, he just wanted to rebuild his empire of crime with his gang of Pious
Men. But his past as a spy for the Queen's Men drew him back in and brought him more power
than he ever imagined. Now, with half of his city in ashes and the Queen's Men at his back, the
webs of political intrigue stretch out from the capital to pull Tomas in. Dannsburg is calling. In
Dannsburg the nobility fight with words, not blades, but the results are every bit as bloody. In
this pit of beasts, Tomas must decide once and for all whether he is truly the people's
championor just a priest of lies.

The Blinding Knife
Johnstone Country. The Good Die Young. The Bad Die Younger. From the bestselling masters
of western fiction comes two tough frontier detectives who solve the bloodiest crimes with
bravado, brains, and bullets blazing HOMICIDE ON THE RANGE A killer is on the loose in the
Arizona Territory. One by one, Tonto Basin ranchers are being murdered for their livestock—and
the Cattle Raisers Association has hired two range detectives to catch the culprit. From the
looks of them, Stovepipe Stewart and Wilbur Coleman are just another pair of high plains
drifters. But with their razor-sharp detective skills and rare talent for trouble, they’re the last
remaining hope for one young cowboy who’s been arrested for the murders. Stovepipe and
Wilbur believe the boy is innocent. In short order the trail of clues leads to a secret canyon
hideout, and the duo find themselves in the middle of an all-out range war—with the dirtiest
gang of cutthroats, thieves, and outlaws the West has ever known There’s just one mystery
left to solve: How will they get out of this alive?

Free the Darkness
"Queen Talyien is finally home, but dangers she never imagined await her in the shadowed
halls of her father's castle. War is on the horizon. Her son has been stolen from her, her
warlords despise her, and across the sea, a cursed prince threatens her nation with invasion in
order to win her hand. Worse yet, her father's ancient secrets are dangerous enough to bring
Jin Sayeng to ruin. Dark magic tears rifts in the sky, preparing to rain down madness, chaos,
and the possibility of setting her nation aflame. Bearing the brunt of the past and uncertain
about her future, Talyien will need to decide between fleeing her shadows or embracing them
before the whole world becomes an inferno"--

The Defiant Heir
A week after Mother found her sleeping on the ceiling, Amy Thomsett is delivered to her new
school, Drearcliff Grange in Somerset. Although it looks like a regular boarding school, Amy
learns that Drearcliff girls are special, the daughters of criminal masterminds, outlaw scientists
and master magicians. Several of the pupils also have special gifts like Amy’s, and when one
of the girls in her dormitory is abducted by a mysterious group in black hoods, Amy forms a
secret, superpowered society called the Moth Club to rescue their friend. They soon discover
that the Hooded Conspiracy runs through the School, and it's up to the Moth Club to get to the
heart of it.

The Range Detectives
The day Finn Maguire discovers his dad bludgeoned to death in a pool of blood, his dreary life
is turned upside down. Prime suspect in his father’s murder, Finn must race against time to
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clear his name and find out who hated his dad enough to kill him. Scouring the sordid, brutal
London underworld for answers, exposing dark family secrets, and facing danger at every turn,
Finn is about to learn that it’s the people you trust who can hit you the hardest. . . Crusher is
this year’s most talked-about debut thriller.

The Secrets of Drearcliff Grange School
David Baldacci is back with The Keeper, the follow up to his instant #1 global bestseller and
award-winning YA fantasy debut The Finisher. Vega Jane was always told no one could leave
the town of Wormwood. She was told there was nothing outside but the Quag, a wilderness
filled with danger and death. And she believed it - until the night she stumbled across a secret
that proved that everything she knew was a lie. Now Vega and her best friend Delph must find
a way to make it across this terrifying land of bloodthirsty creatures and sinister magic. But the
Quag is worse than Vega Jane's darkest imagining. It's a living, breathing prison designed to
keep enemies out and the villagers of Wormwood in. The Quag will throw everything at Vega.
It will try to break her. It will try to kill her. And survival might come at a price not even Vega is
willing to pay. Master storyteller David Baldacci unleashes a hurricane of action and adrenalin
that takes readers to breaking point in this second instalment in the Vega Jane series.

The Night Angel Trilogy
Winner of the 2013 Aurora Award! From the author of the bestselling Blood books, a brilliant
new tale of shape-changers, mages, soothsayers,and a power-mad emperor. The Empire has
declared war on the small, were-ruled kingdom of Aydori, capturing five women of the MagePack, including the wife of the were Pack-leader. With the Pack off defending the border, it falls
to Mirian Maylin and Tomas Hagen—she a low-level mage, he younger brother to the Packleader—to save them. Together the two set out on the kidnappers’ trail, racing into the heart of
enemy territory. But with every step the odds against their survival, let alone their success,
grow steeper
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